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We are delighted to announce that from September 2021, Woldgate Sixth Form Centre will be offering 
a much wider range of qualifications as we continue to grow into a Sixth Form to serve the East 
Yorkshire area. In addition to our well-established qualifications, we will be offering new courses such 
as Economics, Uniformed Protective Services, and Film Studies, along with qualifications such as Law 
and Criminology, which we will be running as part of our unique collaboration with Longcroft Sixth 
Form Centre.†

As EAST YORKSHIRE SIXTH FORM, we are committed to ensuring that all students feel valued, supported 
and known as individuals. We will provide a learning environment where students are engaged and 
interested in their lessons, where they experience excellent teaching and learning, and where they are 
challenged and supported to achieve their full potential. We believe that Sixth Form is an opportunity 
for young people to develop both academically and personally, and we are passionate about giving 
students the chance to develop a wide range of personal skills through the enrichment and leadership 
opportunities afforded to them. Our young people are valued as students and as members of the Sixth 
Form community and the community of the school as a whole. Students are encouraged to be the 
example, to have high expectations, and to be ambitious.

We have a proven track record of success in supporting students to achieve highly. Our students are 
achieving outstanding results at A level, with 47% of students achieving an A* or A grade at A Level or 
equivalent. This success translates into life-changing results for young people, enabling our students 
to go on to their chosen university, higher level apprenticeship or employment pathway. We know that 
the difference for many students in achieving their goals is the care, support and knowledge of them as 
an individual that our experienced tutor and Sixth Form staff team are able to provide. It is this care that 
forms the centre of all of the work we do with our Sixth Form students.

We would, of course, usually be holding our Sixth Form Open Evening this month, and while we wish 
that we could welcome you all in person, we will be very pleased to direct you to our new Sixth Form 
sharepoint next week. Here you will be able to find all about the East Yorkshire Sixth Form and the 
courses that we are offering next September. You will also find a Stage 1 application form which Year 11 
pupils should fill in to give an indication of the subjects they are interested in continuing post-16.

† Courses will not run if there are insufficient student numbers.
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A place to 
ENJOY 
LEARNING

We offer a huge range of courses to suit every 
student. Our unique collaboration means 
we are able to provide more A level and 

vocational courses than ever before.

E A S T  Y O R K S H I R E

S I X T H  F O R M
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Achieve your 
FULL 
POTENTIAL

Every student is known as an individual and staff support 
you to achieve your full potential. We offer a wide range 
of qualifications to suit every student, and a professional 

environment that nurtures a love of learning  
while challenging you to succeed.

@EYSixthForm

eysixthform
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Being a student at our Sixth Form is about developing both 

ACADEMICALLY and PERSONALLY

 and ensuring that you leave here with  

MEMORIES AND FRIENDSHIPS  
THAT WILL LAST A LIFETIME
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We will support you in 
your vision for your future, 
enhancing your ability to

succeed at  
UNIVERSITY  
and in the  
WORKPLACE
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a place to thrive 
and achieve your 
AMBITIONS

APPLY TODAY
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Cont. Over

Year 7 offer Hope 
at the end of a 

challenging year
Mr Geary asked his Year 7 pupils to design a Christmas card 
and a bauble, exploring the meaning of Hope. Here are some of 
the best examples of the work they produced.

Hannah Presley Libby Sloman
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Will Parker Yvie Mainprize

Mischa Leigh Herrington Haydn Shirley
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Christmas is
Mr Crisp writes:
I asked a selection of Year 7 pupils to tell me what 
Christmas meant to them.

Here is a mixture of their funny, thoughtful and poetic 
contributions:

A bundle of happiness when you wake up 
with snow falling from a beautiful sky.

Rhianna Watts

The end of all darkness and the one thing 
you have been looking for but couldn’t find.

James Nevill

The feeling you get when you sit down 
with your family at the dinner table.

Eden Mills

A day of pure happiness.
Harriet Oldroyd

A big wave of fun and joy.
Dominik Cole

A bright light ready to be unwrapped.
Bayley Jones

Banging on your parents’ door in the 
early hours of Christmas morning.

Amelia Frith

The magical moment when your parents 
flick the switch to turn on the lights. 

Emily Conway

Having a joyful dinner with your loving 
family.

Jake Robson

Dinner not fitting on your plate.
Evie Lusby

Streets illuminated by flashing lights.
Hannah O’Connell

Falling snow on a faraway hill.
James Lawton

A little star in the middle of a dark 
galaxy.

Denisa Hirtuc
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Anya Howard
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Food 
Competition 
Winners
Mrs Webster writes:
Just before October half term 
Years 7 and 8 were invited to 
enter a national competition 
set by the BBC Good Food 
Magazine. Their task was to 
design a Christmas cake with 
the theme of ‘Sparkly Stars’. 

The winning entry would be made by the home 

economists at BBC Good Food and feature in 

their December issue. 

I have been very impressed with the creativity 

and imagination shown by all our pupils and 

consequently we have been inundated with 

entries. Prior to the entries being sent into 

the competition, it was decided that as the 

standard of work was so high, we would 

judge the entries ourselves and hold our own 

competition. 

After much deliberation, two winners were 

decided the winners were William Best in Year 

7 and Faith Atkinson in Year 8. Each of the 

winners will receive a festive recipe book. 

All entrants deserve a big well done for all their 

hard work and efforts. 

William Best

Faith Atkinson
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Year 10 Computing pupils have a 
virtual visit to Hewlett Packard

Mr Clark writes:
Covid has changed many things but we were determined that it would not stop 
educational visits in computing! 

We were very lucky to welcome Infrastructure Support Specialist, Darren Hilton from Hewlett Packard into our classroom by 

live video link for a virtual visit.

Pupils had prepared questions for Darren about his work, customers and the computers he owns! Darren engaged our pupils 

with his answers and stories from the cutting edge of computing. 

Pupils were very interested and entertained by Darren’s experiences with computers including the 

time he spent a whole 28 hours resolving an issue; a lesson for pupils in the art of determination! 

Darren was also able to tell pupils about career choices and how they could look to be a part of HP 

for the future through their young apprentice scheme.

Newsletter
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Rewards
Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit, character 

and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and achievements are 

recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils understand these 

core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and a successful life, 

and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT 102,439

A
ct

s 
of

 G
re

at TOTAL  
HOUSE  

POINTS:

15,625VALUE 4,751

CHARACTER 9,141

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for 

exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute to 

each House reward total:

House rewards since September:

26,959 25,660

26,734

29,52427,587
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Acts of Great Merit
The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially 

deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production 

of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an 

outstanding assessment outcome.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week 

are:

Year 7:  Grace Duncan

Year 8:  Freya Stride

Year 9:  Eleanor Taylor

Year 10: Charlie Clover Milne

Year 11: Amy Corringham

Year 12: Olivia McCrum

Year 13: Emily Russell

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example, 

demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively 

engaging with the wider community.

The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this 

week are:

Year 7:  Ross Neill

Year 8:  Alex Watson

Year 9:  Charis Remmer

Year 10: Ella Bartram

Year 11: Daniel Coulson

Year 12: Shannon-Ellie Shuttleworth

Acts of Great Value
The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those 

acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For 

instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence, 

to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week 

are:

Year 7:  Lillie Cole

Year 8:  Reian Hall

Year 9:  Kelsey McInerney

Year 10: Samuel Leatherbarrow

Year 11: Alex Rothwell-Inch

Year 12: James Cousins

Please discuss these values with 
your child, and do regularly look 
at your child’s rewards on the  

ClassCharts Parents’ App. 

Every week, our Newsletter and weekly 
pupil briefing highlights examples 
of our pupils demonstrating each of 
these values, and we encourage all 
of our pupils to embody each of these 

values in everything they do.
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Notices and Information

Uniform

Please can we remind you that all uniform orders 

should be emailed to office@woldgate.net.

Please do not order via the Transition Website as 

this site is not being checked and your order will not 

be picked up. If you have any questions at all about 

uniform, telephone 01759 302395 or email  

office@woldgate.net and we will be happy to help 

you.

Wider Community Transport 

(Baldry’s services)

Lockdown adjustments have now been made and 

paperwork and passes sent home for this academic 

year. If your child travels on these services and has 

not received a bus pass yet please contact  

acharlton@woldgate.net as soon as possible as your 

child will not be able to travel without one. If you 

have any questions about wider community transport 

please get in touch anytime.

Newsletter
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Winners of the latest 
50/50 Club Draws

Congratulations go to Mr Scutt  
the winner of November’s 50/50 Club Draw. 

The Friends of Woldgate School would like to thank all who have joined the 50/50 Club. To join costs from £2 per month 

payable direct debit to the club for one ticket (each additional ticket is £2.00, you can buy as many as you wish). 

50% of the money raised in is given in prize money to the winner and the remaining 50% benefits the whole school. 

Anyone over the age of 18 years, connected with the school is eligible to join,  

if interested please contact finance@woldgate.net for a standing order form and further information. 
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As the Christmas season approaches we will, next week, be celebrating all of our 
children’s wonderful achievements this term in our final Newsletter of the year. It 
is, therefore, for me the final opportunity to thank our children, parents and my 
colleagues for what has been an extremely challenging year.

It is in these times, when individuals or communities face challenges, that we see the 

very best and, at times, the worst of human nature. Where principles and a 

desire to overcome challenges, to support each other, to be empathetic, to 

show compassion and kindness, define us as individuals and ultimately 

the communities in which we live. It is a lesson I feel, especially at 

this time of year, when we reflect and seek to celebrate family, 

community, showing love, compassion, tolerance and kindness, 

those values that we seek to model and nurture within our 

children.

For our children, how they will remember this year is dependent 

upon those experiences, our teachings as parents and their 

experiences through friends, school, teachers and their wider 

community. We have, through our own teachings, heard how past 

generations and current internationally, have historically faced challenge, 

the difficult times in our history and how they have responded. Times of such adversity that have shaped our parents and 

their parents, but in the story of human history, some have already argued this time is but a footnote. It is, though, real 

for our children and now we know examinations are to proceed, the challenges both in keeping our children safe, well and 

academically able, following this continued period of disruption are many. We see similar challenges for younger children 

who are not taking their examinations, with many far behind in their learning nationally. Children whose reading is up-to 

eight months behind and potentially, from national studies, even more depending upon the area in which they live and the 

deprivation they face. This is also, not to mention the impact on our children’s wellbeing and health.

Executive 
Headteacher’s Welcome

Cont. Over
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It is though, in the midst of these 

challenges that we find ourselves 

and which hopefully will help 

us revaluate more closely what 

truly matters. Our children, 

many of who have spoken to me, 

mention standing on doorstops 

and applauding our NHS and key 

workers, while others share with 

me comments on social media 

criticising the same, asking me to 

explain. Some children speak of 

the rainbows around where they 

live, within the windows and many 

speak of what they represent, 

the ‘sign of hope’ and the joy 

that they could finally represent. 

They regularly speak of Captain 

Tom Moore who raised money for charity in the run-up to his 100th birthday. Others talk of how friendships continue to be 

sustained through this time, that the bonds of family have grown stronger, while we also know as a community, of many 

families who have found this time very difficult. I never expected to be delivering food parcels to our families in greatest 

need, but that is the reality of what many of our families faced through lockdown and the difficulties many continue to 

manage with uncertainty around employment.

This academic year has and I expect next year will continue to bring many challenges. This Christmas I will be thinking of 

our children, their experiences, the families who continue to struggle and the progress we must make within our schools to 

ensure no child is educationally disadvantaged by this national crisis. We continue to work extremely hard, to support and to 

ensure our children will receive the support they need. I will be worried for those children who have struggled due to those 

challenges and remain happy for those who have achieved so much, in adversity. My overwhelming feeling though will be of 

how much has been achieved by our children, my colleagues and parents throughout this time.

I hope the months ahead do consign this pandemic to the history books, but its legacy is one that parents, schools and 

communities will need to collectively work together to ensure our children’s wellbeing, health and successful education in 

the months and years to come. It will though, also leave another legacy, for our children will have experienced something 

quite unique. I hope this is not just in what they have read or seen on social media, but in what they have experienced – I hope 

they’ve had an opportunity to see the very best in people, our community and have shown love, compassion, tolerance and 

kindness to each other.

I would, therefore, like to thank all of those within the NHS, our key workers and everyone who has made that contribution, 

at such a critical time for our school and community – thank you.

Do have a good weekend.

Mr Britton 
Executive Headteacher

Captain Tom Moore
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Key Dates

Autumn Term 2020

Wednesday 9 September 
– Friday 23 October

Monday 2 November 
– Friday 18 December

Spring Term 2021

Monday 4 January 
– Thursday 11 February

Monday 22 February 
– Friday 26 March

Summer Term 2021

Monday 12 April 
– Friday 28 May

Bank Holiday 
Monday 3 May 
(schools closed 
on this date)

Monday 7 June 
– Friday 23 July.

Staff Training Days

Monday 7 September 2020

Tuesday 8 September 2020

Friday 12 February 2021

Monday 12 April 2021

Monday 26 July 2021

You will be aware that 
the Department of 
Education has offered 
all schools an option 
to move one of our 
Training Days from 2021 
to the 18th December 
2020 - therefore closing 
to children on the 17th 
December 2020 at 
4:00pm. 

We have decided with Pocklington 

Junior School, Melbourne Community 

School, Stamford Bridge School and 

our Trust, to welcome our children 

(unless they are required to self-

isolate) into school on Friday 18th 

December, the last day of term, as we 

planned in September. 

Consequently, school will be open 
as normal on Friday 18th December.

It is important that you continue 

inform us if your child tests positive 

for Covid-19 so that we can let pupils 

who are identified as close contacts 

know via the school email – office@

woldgate.net. My colleagues and I 

will be on call every day up to and 

including Christmas Eve to carry out 

contact tracing and take necessary 

action in collaboration with Public 

Health England. If your child develops 

symptoms after this period, there will 

have been a long enough period of 

time from the end of term to ensure 

that they were not infectious here. 

This has been a term like no other 

and I must end it with sincere thanks 

to our community. To parents and 

carers, thank-you for your support in 

this challenging time. For everything 

from the most straightforward 

everyday labours - ensuring that your 

child arrives at school during their 

specified arrival time, that they have 

their mask – to the support you have 

Head 
of School

Cont. Over
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given them in returning to school in these circumstances, 

even through another national lockdown. I would also like 

to thank you for your support in the difficult decisions that 

have had to be made to ensure our community remains safe.

To my colleagues, I would like to say thank-you for 

creating inspiring lessons and supporting children – for 

making learning and wonder the centre of their attention 

and bringing a sense of normality even in a time when 

everything has changed. I am grateful to colleagues for 

ensuring the site and our operations have continued 

smoothly and that children have been cared for. 

Most of all, I would like to thank your children for their 

resilience and brilliance. When my colleagues and I turned 

the key in the lock on the main gate to let children in on the 

2nd of September, despite preparations throughout the 

summer, nothing prepared us for the sudden wonderful 

experience of seeing the school full again – of hearing the 

corridors that had been empty come to life and to hear 

lessons and learning taking place all around us. We would 

like to thank our pupils and students for working so hard 

and for being worthy of merit, character, and value in class 

and out of it. We have, as a school awarded just under 

200,000 rewards this term. They have been well earned. 

Indeed, congratulations this week go to Jaeden 
Winstanley in Year 7, Samuel Kelly in Year 8, Jessica 
Brozenitz in Year 9, Jessie Nesom in Year 10, Alex 
Rothwell-Inch in Year 11, Ffion Jones in Year 12, and 
Yasmin Katib in Year 13 for the highest number of 
rewards in the last week.

I wish you and your family a wonderful break – and that you 

have a very merry and joyful Christmas.

Best wishes,

Mr G Davies 
Head of School
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Safeguarding at 
Woldgate School

How much  
Screen Time?

Mr Sloman  
writes:

1 Remember that not all screen time is the same

Not all online activities are equal: doing something 

creative or learning new skills are both very different 

from mindless scrolling on social media. 

2 How long should kids spend online per day?

That said, most parents will want to set some kind of 

limit. The ‘Goldilocks theory’ put forward by academics 

from Oxford and Cardiff universities suggests that a 

certain level of screen time can be beneficial, helping 

children develop their creativity and build their 

communication skills. Around 1 to 2 hours daily during 

the week and a bit longer at the weekends is considered 

‘just right’ for teens - after that the benefits gradually 

taper off, and the negative effects increase.

3 Boundaries really do work if you stick to them

The important thing is to get your child involved in the 

process so that they understand why you’re setting 

limits. Be very clear about your reasons and ask them 

what they think - getting buy-in at this stage will really 

help to avoid arguments later on. Remember that teens 

might need to spend longer online to complete their 

homework.

Once you’ve agreed on the limits, stick to them! It’s 

always tempting to give up in the face of pester power 

or teenage sulks, but it will get easier every time you 

stick to your guns. Honestly.

4 Look out for signs that screen time is having a 
negative effect

Keep an eye on how your child’s screen time may be 

affecting other areas of their life. If they’re spending 

time with friends and getting enough sleep and 

exercise, then it’s likely that they already have a healthy 

balance. Talk to your child about what they’re doing 

online and get them to think about how it makes them 

feel when they spend time doing these things.

5 Have quality family screen time together

Although it is good to set aside time when the family 

is not using screens - outdoor activities, chats at meal 

times, day trips at the weekend - this doesn’t mean that 

you can’t also get involved in using screens together. 

If you know that your child enjoys playing games 

online, organise a family gaming night or let them plan 

something for the whole family to get stuck into.

Mr L Sloman 
Deputy Headteacher 
Head of Care and Achievement

Deciding how much ‘screen time’ is 
appropriate for children can be difficult 
for parents. We have included some 
advice and guidance for parents to help 
you support your child in maintaining 
healthy levels of screen time.
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As the term draws to a close, I am proud 
to share some of our Lower School 
superstars! 

Millie in Year 7 kept herself motivated over the lockdown 

period by applying for the much-coveted Blue Peter Badge! 

It was the creation of her very own cheesecake recipe and 

Blue Peter logo design that won the judges over. A massive 

well-done Millie; you have gone above and beyond to 

develop your skills.

Ms Minton 
writes:

Josh in Year 8 has also 

shared with me this week 

his passion for football. 

Josh has played for Holme 

Rovers for the last nine years 

and joined the Pocklington 

Town under 13 team just over a 

year ago. Josh trains twice a week, as 

well as competing in matches twice weekly 

too. This is true dedication to his sport! When 

I asked Josh what skills he thinks he has developed 

whilst playing football, he believes that it has made him more 

assertive as well as conversely making him more mindful of others, when 

working as part of a team. It is also a great way to clear his head and channel 

his energies into something positive. Fantastic effort Josh; we are really 

proud of you!

Ms Minton 
Head of Lower School
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Castleford were certainly on top. Some frantic football 

from Pocklington to clear the lines from a well delivered 

corner by Castleford but a very good clearance from Harry 

Scrowston set Josh Stables up in the corner of the pitch 

with three players surrounding him. No help was coming 

but somehow he managed to weave his way through them 

all and play a lovely cross right onto the leaping head 

of our striker to clinch the win in the dying minutes for 

Pocklington. A very tense last few minutes eventually saw 

Pocklington win the match 3-2 and go three points clear 

of the top. The crowd went wild and the man of the match 

was Alex Rutherford for some superb saves and keeping 

Pocklington in the game when they were up against it.

Match Report by Harry Millet in Year 9

Well done Harry for producing such a compelling piece of 

sports journalism.

This week, Year 11 pupils have had a taste of what their 

summer exams may look like. We are very proud of the 

hard work and dedication that so many have put into the 

completion of their revision. The coming weeks will show 

how well that preparation has gone and what we then need 

to do, as a team, to continue to fill the gaps in learning. We 

are confident that our pupils will continue to give their very 

best. Not long now until we get a break but until then, I 

would ask them to keep focused and stay healthy.

Finally, I would like to wish all our pupils and their families 

the happiest of Christmases.

Mrs I Atkinson 
Head of Upper School

I was delighted to receive 
this excellent match report and 

wanted to share it with you.

Pocklington vs Castleford
A huge game saw the top two in the league come up against 

each other. Earlier in the season the two teams, Pocklington 

Town under 14s and Castleford under 15s fought out a hard 

1-1 draw, so this was always going to be close. 

Pocklington started well and soon benefited from a direct 

free kick on the half way line which led to a long ball over 

the top flicked on by a Roan Shirley which caused some 

confusion in the Castleford defence allowing our striker to 

nip in and pinch the ball before slotting it home to make it 

1-0.

Castleford’s excellent centre forward started to get more 

involved in the game and it wasn’t long until he had burst 

through Pocklington’s defence to lay off the simplest of 

goals for his team mate. An almost exact repeat of this 

move saw Castleford go in 2-1 at the break. 

A change of formation for Pocklington in the second half 

brought more width to the play with a five man midfield. 

A good passing move ended with a bad foul in the penalty 

area; Roan Shirley stepping up to bury the ball in the 

bottom right leaving the teams level. 

A very tense last fifteen minutes saw end to end play but 

Mrs Atkinson writes:
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There is an oft quoted, 
probably apocryphal 

story of a British 
Ambassador being asked by the French 
press what he would like for Christmas, 
he answered the question “a little off 
the cuff”, but probably truthfully. 

The next issue of Paris Match duly carried its feature 

‘What the world would like for Christmas?’ in which Mikhail 

Gorbachev said he wanted an end to the arms race, Ronald 

Reagan opted for peace on earth, and so on. Finally, there 

was the British ambassador: ‘A small box of crystallized 

fruits, please. 

Everything is different this year; we are missing the usual 

Christmas carol concerts, musical performances, and church 

services which traditionally round off our Autumn Term. I 

wonder what would be the top of our “wish list” this year?”

 I suspect that unlike previous years, the top of pupils’ 

Christmas list will not be the latest phones, gadgets or 

devices, but something which is a little more difficult to 

wrap: Hope. 

Pupils will be hoping for the chance to meet up at each 

other’s houses, to be able to pursue their sports and 

hobbies again and most of all to visit and hug the older 

Mrs Geary 
writes:

members of their families. Perhaps there is the hope of a 

family holiday or life without a mask. 

Tony Benn, the politician said: “Hope is the fuel of progress 

and fear is the prison in which you put yourself.” Even on 

the most difficult days of this past term, pupils have shown 

resilience and kindness which has helped them to support 

others through the pandemic and to help everyone to see 

that there is hope.

Most of all I think, there is the hope that the things which 

we have learnt from this difficult time will stay with us too: 

valuing our friends and family, having time to appreciate 

nature and supporting the NHS and key workers. 

Christmas is about hope, summed up for me in the Carol:  

O Little Town of Bethlehem. 

Oh little town of Bethlehem, 
how still we see thee lie

Above thy deep and dreamless 
sleep the silent stars go by

Yet in thy dark streets shineth, 
the everlasting light

The hopes and fears of all the 
years are met in thee tonight.

Mrs S Geary 
Head of Inclusion
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Care and Achievement 
Coordinators

Year 7
Mrs S Clark

07790 987139

sclark@woldgate.net

Year 10
Miss S Black

07790 987142

sblack@woldgate.net

Year 8
Miss G Parkin

07790 987137

gparkin@woldgate.net

Year 11
Mrs C Wright

07790 987007

cwright@woldgate.net

Year 9
Mr M Elwers

07790 987131

melwers@woldgate.net

Sixth Form
Mrs R Bourne

07790 987009

rbourne@woldgate.net
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